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                We handle everything, from permits to installation.
            

            
                Available now in California.
            

            

            
                Not in California?
                
                    Tell us where to build next
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        Two bedroom
        690 sq. ft.
    

    

    	
	
	







    
        

        
            Live in it.

            Work in it.

            Rent it out.
        

        
            Open new doors
 with Backyard.
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                        Experience Backyard in person.
                    

                    Visit a showroom
                    
                        
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Learn how we squeeze a whole house into your yard.
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            Three sizes. Tons of possibility.
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                            Studio

                            420 sq. ft.
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                All models include our signature kitchen, bathroom with walk-in shower, combo washer dryer, and lots of built-in storage.

                

                
                    Custom built and fully installed for as little as  or 
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                            Talk to one of our experts
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                Get Backyard in four simple steps.
            

            
                And in as few as seven months.
            

            

        

    


    
        
            
                Get Backyard in four simple steps.
            

            
                And in as few as seven months.
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                Design yours

                

            

            
                
                    Tailor your unit with a layout and customizations that reflect your style and needs.
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                Sign off

                

            

            
                
                    We visit your site to create an accurate estimate for the work required to install Backyard.
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                Sit back

                

            

            
                
                    We get building permits, manufacture your unit and prepare your site. You decide how to use it.
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                    Get your keys
                    Move in
                

                

            

            
                
                    Seven months after approving your estimate, you'll get the keys to your own Backyard oasis.
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            Want the details?

            
                Learn more about our fast, easy installation process.
            

            
                
                    How it works
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                    Learn more about our fast, easy installation process.
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            Your main
home might
get jealous
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	1B
	2B
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                A fully-equipped kitchen

                

                
                    Cook effortlessly with a full suite of premium, all-electric appliances, including a hidden dishwasher, plus integrated task lighting and ample storage.
                

                

                	
                        1B / 2B
                    
	
                        Studio
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                Space for activities

                

                
                    Backyard is perfect for getting your new business off the ground, hosting dinner parties or poker night, and making sure family always has a place to stay.
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                A spa-like bathroom

                

                
                    The bathroom is an oasis for daily routines, thanks to a generous vanity, walk-in shower, combination washer and dryer, and space for supplies.
                

                

                	
                        All models
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                A tranquil bedroom

                

                
                    The bedroom has ample storage for long-term living. But it also makes a great recording studio, meditation den, or library.
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                    A lot can

                    happen

                    with

                    a little space.
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                        A better future

                        starts in your

                        own Backyard.
                    

                    

                    
                        Backyard is designed for a better tomorrow. Thanks to top-tier energy efficiency and optional solar arrays, Backyard cuts your dependence on the grid. Think of it as design with purpose — good for you, great for the planet.
                    

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        
                            more efficient
                        

                    

                    
                        Over 2x more energy-efficient than an equivalently-sized home.
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        
                            net grid utilization
                        

                    

                    
                        As few as 0 kWh drawn from the grid annually (net) with optional solar arrays.
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                High performance
 prefab

                

                
                    Backyard is factory assembled using our best-in-class construction system designed for the long haul.
                

                

                
                    
                    Details
                    
                        

                        

                    

                
                	Mold, rot, and termite-resistant  cold formed steel frame
	Unfading smooth-coated insulated steel cladding
	Long-lasting Galvalume®-coated standing seam steel roof
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                Deeply integrated
 air purification

                

                
                    Safe and comfortable year round, even when wildfire smoke, viruses, pollen and dust pollute the air.
                

                

                
                    
                    Details
                    
                        

                        

                    

                
                	Hospital-grade air filtration
	Changes air 3-4× every hour
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                Net zero
 solar roof

                

                
                    Save on energy costs every month and even offset the power consumption of your main home.
                

                

                
                    
                    Details
                    
                        

                        

                    

                
                	Low to zero monthly electricity costs for Backyard (net)
	Reduce your entire home's dependence on the grid


            

        

    


    
        

        
            

            
                Available in California.

                
                    Built and installed for

                    $269k or $1,611/mo.
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                        Tell us where to build next
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            Fully featured.

            Tech specs [image: →]
        

        
            
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
            Make Backyard yours.

            Configure in 3D [image: →]
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            Seeing is believing.

            Find a showroom [image: →]
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            Backyard Multiunit.

            For developers [image: →]
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            Have questions?

            Contact us
            

            
                Get updates

                Drop us your email to learn what’s next.
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Click here to subscribe via email.
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